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What's new on SHREC?

Congratulations on the long-awaited 2021! 

During the last months, SHREC project partner countries have been busy with
meetings, events and online seminars. Although the world has moved to virtual
reality, we still virtually meet, discuss and work together on improving the shift
towards renewable energy. 

Want to get more insights? This newsletter highlights project news and good
practices. Enjoy reading!

More about SHREC

Project News
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"Transformation to solar and wind power
– what are the driving forces and how are
these techniques implemented in each
country/region?"

21/01/2021

Highlights of SHREC

dissemination event in Vilnius

On January 20, Vilnius Gediminas
technical university (VILNIUS TECH)
hosted virtual dissemination event
"Development of alternative energy: how,
where, when?"

Energy policies and

innovative projects

in Piemonte

2021-01-08

Slovak energy

policies and

innovations

2020-10-18

20/12/2020

Development of alternative

energy: how, where, when?

On the 20th of January (2021), the Vilnius
Gediminas technical university will host
the online thematic session on the
development of alternative energy. 

Innovative projects & alternative energy

development

Seminars & conferences
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2020-10-22

Virtual Thematic Seminar –

SHREC

2020-09-30

SHREC Stand at EUSALP

Conference

North Netherlands

stakeholder

meeting II

2020-11-17

Energy

communities

projects in

Piemonte

2020-11-25

SHREC international

stakeholders

meeting

2020-12-21

The 3rd Romanian

Regional

Stakeholder

meeting

2020-11-24

2020-09-22

Digital workshop on energy

transition in Sweden

2020-09-16

Interactive digital workshop

by SHREC

Stakeholders meetings

Digital workshops
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Renovation Wave

Strategy targets

European buildings

17/11/2020

Lithuania starts

offshore wind

development

project

11/12/2020

20/11/2020

Lithuania tests floating solar

panels

16/11/2020

New rules for crowdfunding

in the EU

Zernikeplein 7 · Groningen, 9747 ·
Netherlands
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Good practises

Project good practices

Thank you for reading!

Want to keep up with the news?

Please follow SHREC project on social networks.

SHREC | Interreg Europe
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